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Abstract
Universal Regulator of Metabolism and Aging: The endocannabinoid system (ECS) regulates numerous behavioral processes, including pain, mood, memory, learning, addiction, appetite and food ingestion affecting the somatic phenotype and various metabolic

processes. The balance between pro-aging processes and counteracting homeostatic mechanisms is an important determinant of
the progression of aging and the activity of ECS appears to be a part of the countering homeostatic mechanisms and a major factor
modulating the aging process. Further, the activity of the ECS declines with aging, as cannabinoid (CB) receptors expression and
coupling to G proteins are reduced in the brain tissues and levels of the endocannabinoids (ECs) including anandamide (AEA) and
2-arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG) decline.

Effacement of Reserve Functions with Aging: The aging can be held as the biological cost of living (BCL), brought about by chronic
wear and tear, exposure to adverse factors like oxidative stress and appearance of genetic aberrations at cellular and tissue levels

as temporal manifestations. The mutually interacting factors affect metabolic and non-metabolic processes influencing the aging

process. The BCL is, thus, a linear but progressive pay-off for survival and living in the ecosystem. The ECS activity modulates critical
molecular and cellular processes having impact on the pace of the somatic and neurological aging process.

Neuroinflammation and Neurodegeneration: The neuroinflammation has a slow onset and chronic course, and is harbinger of

neurodegeneration, and in due course accompanied by the development of various neurodegenerative diseases. Neuronal aging is
associated with decline of motor coordination, sensory abilities, attention and cognitive performance. The mitotic activity is low

within the CNS and neurogenesis is mostly limited to the glial cells and to some extent the hippocampus. The cerebral atrophy with

age occurs in the frontal and parietal cortex, putamen, thalamus and accumbens, whereas the brain stem is not affected. Concurrently,
with cortical structures, there occur atrophic changes in the white matter.

Potential ECS-Based Therapeutic Strategies: The cannabinoids have peripheral analgesic and anti-inflammatory, immunosup-

pressive and neuroprotective actions, and the ECS activity modulates critical molecular and cellular processes influencing the aging

process. The accumulation of damaged macromolecules and organelle deficits lead to impairment in neuronal functions and neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration. The ECS activity antagonizes these changes and has modulating effect on neuroinflammation,

neurodegeneration and the progression of brain aging. The treatment with CBs increases neurogenesis in the hippocampus. The

manipulation of the ECS in the CNS forms the basis of the potential therapeutic strategies for Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease
and other neurodegenerative disorders.
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THE ECS in Central Nervous system
In the CNS, the ECS influences food intake, endocrine release, motor control, cognitive processes, emotions and perception [1]. The ECS

is a major neuromodulator and regulates numerous behavioral processes, including pain, mood, memory, learning, addiction and appetite
[2]. There are two types of cannabinoid receptors - CB1 and CB2. In the central nervous system (CNS), CB1 is abundantly present particu-

larly in cortical regions, the hippocampus, cerebellum and basal ganglia while CB2 is restricted to microglia and neurons in the brainstem

and cerebellum. The CB1 and CB2 receptors have distinct but to some extent overlapping functions (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The cannabinoid receptors - CB1 and CB2 and their functions.

The two primary endocannabinoids (ECs), Anandamide (AEA) and 2-arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG) are synthesized on-demand and

released in response to the entry of calcium ions to activate CB1 receptors to inhibit release of neurotransmitters like GABA and glutamate

[3]. There is deactivation of the ECs by a rapid enzymatic degradation in the synaptic cleft or after membrane transport. The endocannabinoid transporters facilitate their reuptake and subsequent degradation. 2-AG is degraded by monoacylglycerol lipase (MAG lipase) into

arachidonic acid and glycerol, whereas AEA is broken down by fatty acid amino hydrolase (FAAH) into arachidonic acid and ethanolamine.
In addition, AEA activates the transient receptor potential channel 1 [4].
Alterations in neuronal expression profile

Neuronal aging is associated with a decline of motor coordination, sensory abilities, attention and cognitive performance, which lead

to increasing deficits in learning and memory tasks (Figure 2). The long-term potentiation (LTP) is a persistent strengthening of synapses based on recent patterns of activity, as opposed to the long-term depression, producing a long-lasting decrease in synaptic strength.

The memories are encoded by modification of synaptic strength and the LTP is widely considered the major neural mechanisms underlying learning and memory.
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Figure 2: Neuroinflammation, neurodegeneration and cognitive decline.

The mitotic activity within the central nervous system is low and the neurogenesis is mostly limited to glial cells and the subventricu-

lar zone and the sub-granular zone of the hippocampus. Further, only few new neurons are able to integrate into the existing neuronal

networks and the majority undergo apoptosis. Further, during aging there occurs shrinkage in brain volume and the expansion of the

ventricular system. The frontal and parietal cortex together with the putamen, thalamus and accumbens are the most affected areas,
whereas the brain stem is least affected. There occur atrophic changes affecting the large myelinated axons in the white matter leading

to degeneration and loss of nerve fibres, and deterioration of neural communication with age. The neuronal aging manifests as charac-

teristic changes in the neuronal expression profile which leads to differences in expression patterns affecting genes involved in calcium
signalling and the CREB (cAMP response element-binding protein) pathway, synaptic plasticity, stress response and inflammation [5].

CREB has been linked to long-term memory and learning and memory and several cognitive disorders have been associated with the
alterations of CREB-regulated gene expression [6]. The changes in gene expression cause various neuronal deficits but are also adaptive
for maintaining the structural integrity of neuronal networks in the aging environment. In neurodegenerative disorders, an acceleration

of expression changes is observed, signifying the continuum between age-related and neuropathological expression changes. Besides the
changes in the intracellular signalling system, there occur epigenetic alterations.
The neuronal epigenetic alterations

With aging, there occurs a reduction in the expression of mitochondrial genes, which may be compensatory change to reduce ROS bur-

den and oxidative stress. The enhanced oxidative stress in the brain is associated with enhanced risk for neurodegenerative disorders and

cognitive decline. The enhanced oxidative stress affects the dopaminergic neurons in the aging substantia nigra of Parkinson’s disease
(PD) patients and in the noradrenergic neurons in the locus coeruleus of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients [7].
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There occurs increasing accumulation of metabolic end products, misfolded macromolecules and non-functional organelles in the

aging brain, and the inadequate efficacy for clearance of the damaged molecules has been correlated with the progression of neurode-

generative disorders. The altered macromolecules and damaged neuronal organelle activate the immune activity of glial cells leading to
a pro-inflammatory environment to accelerate neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration, impair neuronal functions and reduce neurogenesis. The senescent microglia being dysfunctional, provides a reduced support for neurons.
Modulating role of ECS in neuronal aging

The ECS activity modulates critical molecular and cellular processes influencing the pace of the aging process and antagonizes the

age-related alterations to slow down the progression of brain aging. The cannabinoids possess a neuroprotective antioxidant capacity

due to their metal-ion chelating property. The ECS helps in clearance of damaged macromolecules through the intracellular CB1 receptors
present on lysosomes and endosomes [8]. Cannabinoids induce autophagy and increase lysosomal stability and integrity. Further, the ECS
influences the amount of intracellular ROS also by regulating mitochondrial activity through the CB1 receptors present on mitochondrial

membrane. The cannabinoids decrease oxygen consumption, ROS production, membrane potential and oxidative phosphorylation. In

addition, the ECS influences ROS levels indirectly through the regulation of glial activity. Both astrocytes and microglia express CB1 and

CB2 receptors. In the microglia, the expression of CB2 receptor exceeds the expression of CB1 receptors and the activation of glial CB2 receptors attenuates glial activation and prevents neurodegeneration [9]. The glial cells produce endocannabinoids such as AEA, 2-AG and
palmitoyl-ethanol-amide, and express their degradation enzymes.

The brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) expression declines with aging and impacts synaptic plasticity leading to functional

deficits [10]. The endocannabinoids exert a tonic control over BDNF expression and the cannabinoids or CB1 receptor agonists by increas-

ing the BDNF expression improve synaptic plasticity and neurogenesis and contribute to the neuroprotective effect. The ECS modulates

neuron–glia communication and cannabinoids influence the glial activity by binding to glial CB receptors. In neuroinflammation, the ECS

activity is upregulated, which is anti-inflammatory, and elevation of endocannabinoids levels inhibits the production of pro-inflammatory
mediators and reduces microglial migration, contributing to slowing down the neurodegeneration.
Age-linked ECS activity and aging brain:

The ECS activity regulates mechanisms underlying normal and pathological aging. The CB1 receptor activity plays an important role in

anti-aging defence, whereas the CB2 receptors are not involved in age-related processes. The ECS through action of CB1 receptors on the

GABAergic neurons plays a role in the regulation of glial activity and protects against age-related changes [11]. But there occurs the age-

related decline in the ECS activity, which in turn may have impact on the aging process. There have been documented lowered number of
CB1 receptors in the cerebellum and cerebral cortex, the limbic, hypothalamic structures and the hippocampus and decreased CB1 receptor binding and mRNA levels in the basal ganglia in aged rats [12].

During the early stage of cognitive decline and neuronal loss is accompanied by neuroinflammatory changes in the hippocampus, but

the cortex or striatum are spared. There have been reported diminished anandamide levels during aging in CB1-receptor-deficient mice

[13]. Also, there is an age factor in influence of cannabinoids on cognitive functions. The adolescents are more sensitive to the adverse
long-term effects of cannabinoid receptor agonists on cognitive abilities as compared to adults [14]. Whereas in older individuals, can-

nabinoid receptor ligands may have some beneficial effects on age-related cognitive deficits. The CB1 agonists, CB2 agonists or blockers of

FAAH appear to enhance proliferation of neuronal progenitor cells in old individuals and may ameliorate symptoms of brain aging. The
CB1 receptor agonist WIN-55212-2 has been shown to attenuate spatial memory impairment, reduce activation of microglia and trigger

neurogenesis in aged rats [15].
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Effacement of reserve functions of body organs
The aging process can be held as gradual effacement of reserve functions of various body organs with aging. Simultaneously, aging

involves the biological cost of living (BCL), brought about by chronic wear and tear, exposure to adverse factors like oxidative stress and
appearance of genetic aberrations at cellular and tissue levels as temporal manifestations. The mutually interacting factors influence

metabolic and non-metabolic processes influencing the aging process. The BCL is, thus, a linear but progressive pay-off for survival and

living in the ecosystem. The ECS activity modulates critical molecular and cellular processes having impact on the pace of the somatic
and neurological aging process. With neuronal aging, there occurs cognitive decline due to neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration.

The caloric restriction (CR) extends lifespan in yeast, worms and flies, as well as it postpones age-related diseases in mice. There has

been shown the role for endocannabinoid signaling in CR and lifespan extension. The research involving the C. elegans sheds new light

on a possible mechanism of CR through a group of signaling molecules called N-acylethanolamines (NAEs). N-Acylethanolamine (NAE)

and 2-monoacylglycerol (2-MAG) containing arachidonic acid can activate cannabinoid receptors and are being called endocannabinoids

(Figure 3). Whereas, the same molecules containing stearic acid, palmitic acid, oleic acid, or linoleic acid cannot activate cannabinoid
receptors, and are thus called non-endocannabinoid NAEs and 2-MAGs. The N-acylethanolamines (NAEs) are involved in perception of

the availability of nutrients and regulation of aging response to changes in its diet in C. elegans. NAE abundance in the worms is reduced
during periods of dietary restriction and appears to extend the lifespan.

Figure 3: Endocannabinoids, cannabinoids and extra- and intra-cellular CB receptors.
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The NAEs bear similarity to endocannabinoids in humans, where they regulate many different physiological processes including nutri-

ent intake and energy balance. The link between NAEs/endocannabinoids, CR and aging appears to be evolutionary conserved among
species. The small molecule signaling pathways coordinate with the availability of limited or abundant food, and thus, the CR. The new

research opens-up the possibility that NAEs and endocannabinoids influence aging in mammals as well, and endorse that while chronological aging is inevitable, biological aging is malleable. There is a functional link between CB1 receptors, endocannabinoid signaling and

control of network excitability. The endocannabinoids alleviate excitotoxicity by activating CB1 cannabinoid receptors on glutamatergic
neurons. The immune cells and the secreted communication factors are responsible for tissue homeostasis and appear to play role in
brain aging and neurodegeneration [16].

Overlap between aging process and neurodegeneration
The amyloid plaques, neurofibrillary tangles, Lewy bodies, inclusions of TAR DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP-43), synaptic dystrophy,

the loss of neurons and the loss of brain volume in present normally with age. These features vary greatly between individuals and the le-

sions dominating a particular brain area or restricted to specific regions. They may be simply the products of brain aging or the precursors
to neurodegenerative disorders. Apart from the protein deposits, other subcellular structures that consist of cross-linked proteins, carbohydrates or lipids accumulate in aging brains, either in the extracellular space or inside glial cells or neuronal cells and include stress gran-

ules, lipofuscin, Marinesco bodies and Hirano bodies. These deposits take a toll on normal brain function. The normal brain aging forms a
continuum with neurodegeneration and disease, and the neurodegenerative diseases can be viewed as an expression of accelerated aging.

The twin studies show that the heritability of the human lifespan is 20–30% and that the genetic contribution increases with age

[17,18]. Environmental factors therefore account for at least 70% of variation in lifespan and an increasing number of studies show that
lifestyle, diet, exposure to toxins, including drugs of abuse, can have profound effects on lifespan, longevity and the development of neurodegenerative diseases (Figure 4). Genetic and epigenetic studies can therefore help to uncover the molecular pathways that link aging

with neurodegeneration. The studies suggest that changes in inflammation and intercellular communication represent chief aspects of
normal brain ageing and neurodegeneration.

Figure 4: The reward system and impact of the ECS.
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The concept of organismal and systemic aging has been studied from various aspects [19]. The parabiosis experiments include dem-

onstration of the effects of injecting circulatory blood factors on systematic aging, brain aging and cognitive function. The stem-cell activity has been shown to be increased, whereas other indices of aging are delayed or reversed in several tissues of aged mice that share a

circulatory system with young mice [20]. This landmark study provides the first molecular evidence that heterochronic parabiosis can

rejuvenate and reverse stem cell aging in numerous tissues. The repeated intravenous administration of plasma, the soluble fraction of
blood, from young mice, was able to improve cognitive function in old mice in several behavioural test [21]. The first report to show that

systemic administration of plasma from young mice can reverse cognitive deficits in aged mice. These functional changes were accompanied by molecular, subcellular, cellular and electrophysiological correlates, which suggests that factors in young blood have the capacity
both to regulate brain function and to improve it to levels found in younger mice.

A deficiency in growth hormone or insulin–insulin-like growth factor I signaling has been linked to deficits in memory, and the activa-

tion of growth hormone and insulin-like growth factor I signaling has been associated with improved brain function. Overall, the transfer
of young plasma seems to be capable of restoring brain function in old mice to more youthful levels. The insulin-like growth factor I increases neurogenesis and insulin-like growth factor II increases memory in young rodents [22,23]. By contrast, systemic administration

of growth hormone-releasing hormone (GHRH), which triggers the hypophyseal release of growth hormone and increases the levels of
circulating insulin-like growth factor I, among other factors, resulted in improved cognition in healthy elderly people or in people with
mild cognitive impairment [24].

ECS and neroinflammation and neurodegeneration
The neuro-inflammatory cascade
The microglial cells and macrophages are key components for inflammatory response in neurodegenerative diseases. There occur

morphological changes and altered protein expression in the microglia cells depending on the state and stage of the inflammatory response. The AD is the typical neurodegenerative disorder. The chronic neuroinflammation contributes characteristic inflammatory re-

sponse in AD involving activation of microglial cells and infiltration by monocytes. The activated cells often surround the amyloid plaques.
The development of inflammation impacting the vulnerable areas of brain occurs along with the memory impairments in the early stages
of AD. The neuro-inflammatory response leads to a cascade of cellular events which include enhanced release of prostaglandins and glu-

tamate, and blockade of glutamate uptake by glia. Inflammation opens up the N-Methyl-D-Asparate (NMDA) channels and increase nitric
oxide levels → dysregulation of calcium ion influx at the post-synaptic membrane → impairment of mitochondrial respiration, oxidative
stress and membrane depolarization → extracellular amyloid deposits various region of the brain esp. hippocampus, cortex and amygdala
and Tau hyperphosphorylation forming intracellular neurofibrillary tangles (Figure 5).

Figure 5: The pathophysiology of Alzheimer’s disease at subcellular and molecular levels.
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AD is a common neurodegenerative disease affecting about 1–3% ~60 years of age and ~30% at 85 years and above. In AD, there occur

decrease in number of cortical CB1 receptors. The upregulation of the fatty acid amide hydrolase (FAAH) within plaques lead to increased

metabolites from anandamide degradation and contribute to the inflammatory process. CB1 receptor stimulation has neuroprotective

properties and the use of an agonist of CB1, WIN-55,212-2, is effective in reversing memory impairment following infusion of amyloid

beta in AD models [25]. The stimulation of CB1 receptors prevents of neuroglial activation, decreases neuroinflammation and improves
neuronal survival [26]. The results of various studies have established the potential benefits of ECS manipulation on neuro-inflammation
and neurodegeneration associated with aging and AD.

An indirect effect of EC receptor stimulation on inflammation is through modulation of glutamate release. Memantine, a drug approved

for the treatment of symptoms in moderate to severe AD patients, blocks the tonic activation of NMDA receptors induced by increased

glutamate levels and enhanced NMDA receptor activity due to by the amyloid protein and chronic neuroinflammation [27]. The ECR
stimulation has a positive effect on neurogenesis and may contribute to normalize the hippocampal function by inhibiting N-type calcium

channels, limiting calcium ion influx and reducing glutamate release into the synaptic cleft [28]. The CNS levels of acetylcholine decrease
during the mild to moderate stages of the disease justifying the use of acetylcholinesterase inhibitors like donepezil, rivastigmine and
galantamine. The NMDA receptor antagonist, memantine, regulates post-synaptic calcium ion influx due to the action of glutamate at

NMDA receptors and is recommended for use during the moderate to severe AD stages. The currently available drugs relieve certain cognitive symptoms and are not helpful in halting the progression of AD [29].
ECS for regulation of neuroinflammation

The research supports a role for the ECS in regulation of neuroinflammation associated with AD with potential benefits for modulating

the disease progression. The CB2R are novel targets for the new therapeutic approaches and to diagnose neuroinflammation in several

neurodegenerative disorders such as AD and PD. CB2R is mainly localized in the immune system (macrophages) and overexpressed in
microglia in response to neuroinflammation [30]. There are two microglial activation states, M1 and M2. The former, M1 state (neurotoxic

state) is characterized by the release of pro-inflammatory factors (such as IL-1B, IL-18, and IL-6 and inducible nitric oxide synthase)
while the latter, M2 state (neuroprotective state) is associated to the release of anti-inflammatory factors (IL-10, IL-4, and NGF). CB2R

plays a pivotal role in microglial-derived neuroinflammation by modulating cell proliferation, migration and differentiation into M1 or M2
phenotypes [30,31].

Improving neuro-function with cannabinoids
The novel therapeutic option for AD
AD, the most common neurodegenerative disease is characterized by a slow but progressive loss of cognitive functions associated with

neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration [29]. The neuroinflammation plays an important role in AD and influences disease progres-

sion. The ECS is involved in the regulation of events occurring in the course of AD progression, particularly the regulation of amyloid
clearance and inflammation. The reduction in the expression of CB1 in cortical areas have been shown in in aged rats, but the CB1 levels

do not correlates with AD markers or cognitive status [32]. The CB2 increase notably in microglia within the amyloid rich plaques. There
occurs up-regulation of the fatty acid amide hydrolase (FAAH) within plaques and increase in metabolites from anandamide degradation

may contribute to the inflammatory process seen in AD [33]. There is modulation of amyloid β and Tau hyper-phosphorylation by the ECS,

and in vitro studies have documented benefits of the use of ECs on cell survival following Aβ exposition and on Tau hyper-phosphorylation

[34]. Further, Aβ infusion in vivo in mice is associated with memory impairment and neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration, which
can be reversed by CB1 and CB2 or mixed activation. The cognitive and anti-inflammatory benefits of chronic infusion of EC in transgenic

mice model of AD have also demonstrated [35]. The animal studies support the therapeutic value of CB1 receptor agonists in the treatCitation: Vinod Nikhra. “The Role of ECS in Regulation of Neuronal Aging, Neuroinflammation, Neurodegeneration and Cognitive Decline”.
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ment of AD [36]. The treatment with CB1 agonists in the pre-symptomatic and early symptomatic phases also improved cognitive deficits

and reduced microglial activity and cortical amyloid β-protein levels in transgenic mice models. Neurogenesis occurs in the dentate gyrus
(DG) via the mitosis of neural progenitor cells located in the sub-granular zone (SGZ) and may play an important role in the maintenance
of hippocampal functions such as learning and memory [37].
The neurodegenerative motor disorders

The ECS is intricately associated with the basal ganglia circuitry responsible for motor control. There are excitatory D1 receptors in

the direct pathway and inhibitory D2 dopamine receptors in the indirect pathway, in a cortico-striato-pallidal loop. An imbalance in this
circuitry occurs in PD, due to a loss of striatal dopamine, causing increased inhibition of the motor thalamus, leading to development of
typical Parkinsonian symptoms [38]. The CB1 receptors are highly expressed in the basal ganglia and are most dense in the substantia

nigra. The vanilloid TRPV1 receptors in substantia nigra are activated by the endocannabinoid anandamide. CB1 receptors are also present at other levels of the ‘motor loop’, including on cortico-striatal glutamatergic terminals in the striatum and on GABAergic projections

from the Globus pallidus to the subthalamic nucleus. Cannabinoid treatment may effectively attenuate the loss of dopaminergic neurons
in rat models of Parkinson’s disease [39].
Cannabinoids in pain management

Intractable pain is a well-established therapeutic target for endocannabinoids [40]. CB1-R agonists act on nociceptive interneurons

in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord to alleviate pain. In addition, CB2-R–selective agonists have proven to be helpful in reducing inflam-

mation and undoing established inflammation hypersensitivity involved in peripheral pain and skin disorders [41]. THC and cannabidiol

(both contained in Sativex) are active components of Cannabis sativa that bind to CB1 and CB2 receptors. There is variable evidence

regarding the efficacy, tolerability and safety of cannabinoids in pain management and palliative medicine. The potential benefits of

cannabis-based medicine (herbal cannabis, plant-derived or synthetic THC, THC/CBD oro-mucosal spray) in chronic neuropathic pain is
outweighed by their potential harms [42]. A buccal spray is approved for use for neuropathic pain associated with multiple sclerosis in
Canada only. Dronabinol (Marinol) and nabilone (Cesamet) are synthetic analogues of THC and a CB1-R and CB2-R receptor agonists that

have been FDA approved as antiemetics in chemotherapy patients. It is also useful in patients with upper motor neuron syndrome with

uncontrollable spasticity-related pain [43]. Though, the quality of pain relief outcomes is inconstant, the treatment with cannabis-based
medicines is associated with central nervous and psychiatric side effects.
Cannabinoids for multiple sclerosis and epilepsy

Both cannabinoid receptor agonists and elevation of cannabinoid levels lead to a significant improvement in disease progression and

alleviation of symptoms in rodent models of multiple sclerosis [44]. The cannabinoid treatment alleviates the symptoms of the disease,
reducing pain and sleep disturbances and improving general well-being. Generally, the treatment is well tolerated and maintains efficacy
after long-time administration. The CUPID study focused on the effect of THC on the progression of multiple sclerosis and found beneficial
effects in patients in the initial phase of the disease but no evidence for slowing down the progression [45].

The endocannabinoids play an intrinsic protective role in suppressing pathologic neuronal excitability. There occurs downregulation

of CB1 receptor and other molecular components involved in endocannabinoid signaling in the epileptic human hippocampus [46]. Ap-

proximately one-third of epileptic patients have inadequate seizure control despite maximal medical therapy. In the brain, the endocan-

nabinoids are released from postsynaptic neurons in an activity-dependent manner and engage presynaptic CB1 cannabinoid receptors,
which attenuates neurotransmitter release from several types of axon terminals. Thus, on-demand retrograde endocannabinoid signaling

may represent a key physiological mechanism, which controls excess presynaptic activity in situations when neuronal excitability becomes unbalanced. The effect can be exploited as the novel therapeutically useful option for treatment of intractable epilepsy.
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The ECS plays a significant role in the normal functioning of the brain, spinal cord and peripheral nervous system [47]. There is

evidence to show that ECS activity is neuromodulator as well as immunomodulator [48]. The activation of CB receptors (CB1 and CB2)

by endocannabinoids or their agonists promotes cell proliferation, neurogenesis and neuronal diversification. It is a retrograde system

functioning post- to pre-synapse having a multi-dimensional impact due to abundant cannabinoid receptors in body organs [49]. The en-

docannabinoids have a short life span, and AEA and 2-AG are quickly degraded through transport protein reuptake and hydrolyzation by
either FAAH or MAG lipase, respectively. Other receptors are responsive to cannabinoids compounds include transient receptor potential

vannilloid-1 (TRPV1), peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors α and β (PPARα, PPARβ). The CB signalling decreases with aging with

its fallout on various critical homeostatic processes. The CB activation reduces oxidative stress, excitotoxicity, neuroinflammation and

alleviate the signs and symptoms of neurodegenerative motor and cognitive deficits. Thus, enhancing the CB receptor activity by pharmacological blockade of the degradation of cannabinoids or by administering receptor agonists may slow down the progression of brain ag-

ing and neurodegenerative disorders [50,51]. On the other hand, the EC signalling activates the dopaminergic reward system. Commonly
abused drugs, such as nicotine, opiates, cannabis and alcohol share the common pathway involving the dopaminergic surge in the nucleus
accumbens [52]. The drugs targeting the ECS may prove useful in improving age-related cognitive decline, alleviating the intractable pain
due to various pathologies and treatment of diseases associated with neuroinflammation, including multiple sclerosis, PD and AD.

The therapeutic manipulation of ECS appears to hold promise for reversing the age-related cognitive dysfunction and improving the

overall neuro-functioning with judicious use of cannabinoids. The low dose of cannabinoid, Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) can reverse

the age-related cognitive decline [53]. This is accompanied by increased expression of synaptic marker proteins and increased activity in

hippocampal neurons. The restoration of decreased CB1 signaling, thus, appears to be an effective strategy to treat age-related cognitive
impairment. The studies have also shown that administration of THC in young mice where the ECS is most active, a further overstimulation by THC decreased the cognitive performance as opposed to the THC effect in older mice.

Neurogenesis occurs in the dentate gyrus (DG) via the mitosis of neural progenitor cells located in the sub-granular zone (SGZ) and

may play an important role in the maintenance of hippocampal functions such as learning and memory. The endocannabinoids also influence neuronal activity by exerting neuroprotective effects and regulating glial responses. Cannabinoids as regulators of mitochondrial

activity, as antioxidants and as modulators of clearance processes protect neurons on the molecular level. On the cellular level, the cannabinoid system regulates the expression of brain-derived neurotrophic factor and neurogenesis. Neuroinflammatory processes contribut-

ing to the progression of normal brain ageing and to the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases are suppressed by cannabinoids. In
animal models of age-related neurodegenerative disorders, cannabinoids show beneficial effects [54].
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